
The Exasperated Guru:
Epigrams For An Unenlightened Age
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S.C.R.E.A.M. - Scarcity Rules Everything Around Me

In the future, everyone will be anonymous for 15 minutes.

The name Julio Iglesias, translated literally from its native Spanish,
becomes July Churches.

To properly celebrate Juneteenth, all white people should have to
work that day without pay.

Don’t think of them as protestors, think of them as job creators in
the glass manufacturing industry.

This country can go fuck itself; this country has already fucked
itself; this country is fucked.

The president isn’t a king. He’s an employee. The current one is
barely even a person.

The arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends towards hell on
earth.

A laugh is just a scream turned upside down.

This entire society is just one long unending bad faith argument.

The things that were done to me as a child. The things that were
done to you as a child. The things we do to each other as adults.

We interact all the time without ever intersecting.
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There’s nothing in this society that couldn’t be improved by the
immediate eradication of fraternities, ivy league colleges, and white
churches.

None of this is as permanent as we think it is.

in America, a man is innocent of sexual assault if he’s drunk when
it happens, whereas a woman is guilty of sexual assault if she’s
drunk when it happens.

Borders are a manifestation of insanity, man’s unending need to
control and regiment and classify, a need that can never be
satisfied.

When I really put my mind to it, there’s nothing in this life that I’m
able to accomplish.

Anyone who thinks thoughts & prayers accomplish anything has
neither a working brain or a working god.

To be an American at the end of the 21st century’s second decade is
to be a 250+lb flesh sac filled with toxic chemicals & lard being
consumed by unending misplaced anger.

Freedom’s just another word for nothing left to gain.

There’s nothing more American than killing poor people so you can
have more money.

In heaven for dyslexics, all the signs are palindromes.
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When it comes to love, there are no happy endings. All you can look
forward to is failure or death.

Not so much kinkshaming as kinklaughingatyou, at times even
kinkhowling.

When you hear the word freedom, it means that someone is about
to die.

Always remember to hate the people who spread the lies more than
you hate the people who believe them.

Everything is an anagram of everything.

This country won’t rest until every shopping center is either
immaculate or abandoned.

There are few things in this life less dignified than making a wish in
public.

Grammar is the last refuge of a patriot.

What once was time outside the circle of light is now space so we
can walk down into our past.

You should always look people in the eye when they’re speaking
because it can be heartbreaking to look at their hands while they’re
speaking and see all their internalized insecurities right there in the
open.

These days you only seem to find chaos and surprise in the
overnight hours.
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The problem with cultural criticism today is everybody wants to be
Walter Benjamin but nobody wants to kill themselves to avoid being
captured by the nazis.

An insatiable hunger makes tyrants of us all.

Whenever I read that a performer appeared on Jimmy Fallon, I’m
always disappointed to learn they weren’t actually on top of him,
standing on his throat.

There is a yawning cataclysmic gap between wanting to be liked and
being able to get people to actually like you.

The worm in the workplace is most often a tyrant at home.

The apocalypse is in each of us, all annihilations internal.

Emmet Otter and the Crushing E�ects of Unregulated Capitalism

No one gets out of this life clean and without pain, no matter the
tone of their social media posts.

An acceleration of commas represents a hesitancy of thought.

Who wants to go to heaven anyways? It’s probably just filled with
aborted fetuses.

Everyone is dying, some of us less slowly than others.
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We should strive to also see the joy, the glorious insanity of being
alive at this unique point in timespace, for however much longer
this timeline might last.

The world won’t be free until the last capitalist is hung with the
intestines of the last oligarch being used as the noose, and even
then we still won’t be free.

Fame, and money, and power, aren’t going to fix anything. In fact,
they’re more likely to disorient you, and distract you from doing
the real, actual work necessary to break whatever cycles of
trauma/abuse/neglect within you need breaking.

If something feels easy, it probably isn’t.

Don’t be like me. Don’t be like yourself either. Best to just not be
any self at all.

Late capitalism, with its dwindling resources and endless
acceleration, makes hypocritical jackasses of us all.

These are sad times. This is a sad song. I am a sad person. There is
beauty in sadness; there is ugliness in sadness, but there is always
something to be learned, to be processed.

You can’t buy your way to a better world.

The closest thing to economic security in 21st century USA society is
to have absolutely nothing, and to want even less.
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A criticism of contemporary existence that doesn’t include laughter
and irreverence is a criticism that is incomplete to the point of
being dishonest.

We are terrified that being invisible means to no longer exist.

All humor is useless when practiced by someone who has no
acquaintance with death.

You ask me what is wrong with nice things, and I sigh wearily and
reply, nothing, nothing is wrong with nice things.

To be adrift and lost is to be in the possession of a certain kind of
freedom.

I just think any time there’s a profound disconnect between your
private self (freer, more hedonistic) and your public self (repressed,
polite to a fault) you’re creating an internal conflict that’s going to
be hard to resolve, a split consciousness of the self that becomes a
hyper-self-consciousness that can only breed anxiety when one
ventures out into a public space and attempts to interact with
others.

People pay a lot of money to ingest chemicals that will silence the
disturbing inconveniences of contemporary life.

Nobody is listening, and so everybody is screaming.

In a universe of infinite stars, most publications insist that five is
the maximum number a work of art is able to attain.
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The Bible is so unreadable that Christians hire a priest to read it for
them and tell them about it once a week, which means church is
basically just a live action version of Cli� Notes.

Life is meaningful, in the sense that seemingly random events can
coalesce into something that resembles coherence, and it is
meaningless, in the sense that this coherence ultimately isn’t
worth shit.

The revolution will not be advertised.

The way you live your life creates the lens through which you see
others.

Death, being a bleak joke, deserves to have bleak jokes made about
it. It deserves to be laughed at and mocked.

It’s not so much that humanity is living through the end of
capitalism. It’s that capitalism is living through the end of
humanity.

A person in pain who chooses to exit the world may no longer be in
pain, but their pain is then di�used out among the living to take up
residence in their hearts.

Slitting my wrists with Occam’s razor.

The future will be a shared dream that we experience separately.

I don’t have the authority to give out awards, nor do I have the
ability to believe in them.
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If it weren’t for genetic mutations, we’d still be living in the water,
so embrace that radiation and ingest that food pollution. Repeated
exposure to touchscreens might some day turn out babies into
superhumans—you read it here first.

Some mornings the past is more interesting than the present, but
neither is ever more interesting than the future.

There is nothing more definingly 21st century than hearing
someone desperately (and poorly) sing ‘I want to be alone’ while
simultaneously longing to be heard by as many people as possible.

While the grid delivers a lot to us these days, it rarely delivers
surprises.

Say what you want to about death, it’s the only thing on this planet
that even remotely resembles justice.

A sinking tide destroys all boats.

Say what you want to about misplaced ambition, but it gives you a
reason to get out of bed every morning.

Apparently, it never occurred to anyone that if your cultural
gatekeepers are all a bunch of boring hyper-selfconscious beige
conformists you’re going to end up with a culture of boring
hyper-selfconscious beige conformism.

Ambulance drivers are the Walmart workers of the medical
industry.

If you do anything long enough, it eventually gets boring.
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Everything is for sale, and none of it has any real value, least of all
you.

Given enough time, from a certain perspective, the infant mortality
rate is actually 100%.

If living was easy, everyone would do it.

If you can’t be brilliant, then at least be coherent.

Most people’s idea of a fun friday night is to be as stupid as
possible, only louder than they do it the rest of the week.

For all our fear of death, this society has absolutely zero fear when
it comes to killing.

We are so busy thinking about ourselves that we’re forgetting to
live.

I wish the cars wouldn’t drive so fast, and I wish the people
wouldn’t walk so slow.

Even if you win the rat race, it only means that you’re king of the
rats.

You don’t win the game by defeating the pawns, you win by
defeating the king.

The di�erence between swagger and stagger is a single letter.
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In a state of euphoric sleeplessness, I can feel the secrets of the
universe, but turning it into words breaks the spell.

All you have to do is work hard and always remember to smile.

This isn’t a civilization; it’s a collective mental illness.

Yes, people can be cruel & murderous, but they can also be sweet. Be
patient. Stay alive. Or else you’ll miss it.

The only certainty is that long after I’m dead—probably even after
all of us are dead—the Doobie Brothers will still be played in public
spaces, and isn’t that exactly the kind of fucked up requiem that our
species, so in love with convenience & algorithms, besotted with
mediocrity & pleasant distractions, so deeply deserves.

____

Wealth never trickles down, but hate flows like an endless river to
the sea.

Even a story that terrifies us is preferable to the vague terror of
simple existence.

And even your brand new luxury dream car eventually just becomes
the thing you drive around the parking lot in circles,
ever-dwindling & numb as you—in your desire to consume, to be
the consumer—become the consumed, one more ouroboros in the
outer boroughs. No longer able to laugh, and more tragically no
longer able to weep; a corpse searching the mall for the finest co�n
money can buy.
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In every revolutionary organization, assume there’s at least one
undercover cop.

I’m not even going to try and make this cohere, to journey
smoothly from idea to idea. That kind of linearity no longer exists,
and as such it is a lie.

The problem isn’t the technology, it’s who gets to control the
technology.

Every dissection produces the death of its subject.

Most people lead lives of loud desperation.

When people wrestle with their privilege, the privilege inevitably
wins.

The conservative movement emphasizes individual freedom
because individuals are powerless under capitalism.

You never see help wanted ads looking for gravediggers, and so I
have to assume they are the only people happy with their work.

What kind of free society demands its citizens worship a fucking
flag? Or a song?

How deep run these rivers of self-deception in all of us shapeless
grifters groveling for crumbs.

Don’t come around asking to be validated, you’re not a parking
garage ticket.
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